
 

  
 

 

ARSC New York Chapter 
April 2017 Meeting 

 

7:00 P. M. Thursday, 4/20/17 
At the CUNY Sonic Arts Center 

West 140th Street & Convent Avenue, New York 

Or enter at 138th Street off Convent Avenue 

Shepard Hall (the Gothic building) – Recital Hall  (Room 95, Basement level) 

An elevator is located in the center of the building 

 

An interview with Gunther Schuller on his Seven Studies on 

Themes of Paul Klee. Tom Fine and Dennis Rooney will 

recall the work’s world premiere on November 27, 1959. 

The Mercury recording of it will also be heard. 
 

In 1959, Gunther Schuller was commissioned by Antal Doráti (with the support of the Ford 
Foundation in conjunction with the American Music Center) to compose a new work for the 
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra. Seven Studies on Themes of Paul Klee had its world premiere 
on November 27, 1959 in Northrop Memorial Auditorium on the Minneapolis campus of the 
University of Minnesota. The work, dedicated to Doráti and conducted by him, was subsequently 
recorded later that season and released by Mercury Living Presence. 
  
In attendance at the premiere was Dennis Rooney, then an undergraduate Music Major at the U 
of M. Dennis would later get to know Schuller, meeting him regularly in New York and at 
Tanglewood, and also interviewing him for broadcast. Their acquaintance began in the late sixties 
and continued until shortly before Schuller’s death in 2015 at age 89. 
 
In 1965, years after Schuller's work was first recorded by Mercury, RCA Living Stereo recorded it  
with Erich Leinsdorf and the Boston Symphony Orchestra. As part of publicizing that release, 
RCA recorded an interview with Schuller, edited out the questions, and produced a record and 
accompanying script for radio stations. The radio stations' on-air personalities recorded the 
questions, following the script provided by RCA, and then edited in Schuller's answers provided 
on the LP disc. This "interview" could then be broadcast along with the Leinsdorf/BSO recording 
that RCA was promoting. 
  
For this meeting, Dennis Rooney will perform virtual time-travel, "interviewing" Schuller as he was 
in 1965. We will also hear the 1960 Mercury Living Presence premiere recording of Schuller's 
work, as performed by the commissioning orchestra and conductor. Dennis and Tom will provide 
a brief overview of Paul Klee, and his paintings that inspired Schuller's music will be shown. 
Additional artifacts of the premiere performance (local reviews, etc.) will also be displayed, and 



Dennis will offer his memories and impressions as a member of the audience. 
  
This will be a rare opportunity to hear a composer talk in detail about his work, listen to the 
premiere recording, and hear first-hand accounts by an ARSC member who both attended the 
premiere performance and later became friendly with the composer. 
 
Dennis D. Rooney is Co-Chairman of ARSC’s New York Chapter. Since 1996 he has served on the ARSC 

Technical Committee, and reviews books and recordings regularly for the ARSC JOURNAL. A 

professional career embracing journalism, classical record production, broadcasting and narration has been 

accompanied by over six decades as a record collector.  Discs from his collection are frequently used in CD 

historical reissues. As both a producer, and Archival and Catalogue Exploitation Consultant to the classical 

recording industry, he developed and contributed to important classical reissue lines for Sony Classical, 

Universal Classics and Vox. His writings on music have regularly appeared in THE STRAD for more than 

thirty years. He has also contributed to BBC MUSIC MAGAZINE, MUSICAL TIMES, CLASSIC 

RECORD COLLECTOR, AMERICAN RECORD GUIDE and musicalamerica.com.  

 

Tom Fine is a member of ARSC and AES. He owns and operates an analog-to-digital audio 

transfer studio. With a primary base of archival and educational/ institutional clients, he 

specializes in transferring magnetic and grooved-disc media to high resolution digital formats. He 

is an avid collector of music recordings and a student of recording industry history. 

 

Our next program will be on May 25, 2017 
 

Peter Laurence will offer an expanded presentation on the International 
Bibliography of Discographies offered at last year’s ARSC national conference. 

 
 

ↂ 

 

DIRECTIONS TO THE SONIC ARTS CENTER 
 

Subway: Take the 1 train to 137th Street City College and walk north to 140th St. & Broadway,  

then go east to 140th St. & Convent Avenue. Take the A, B, C, or D trains to 145th St, go south on St. 

Nicholas to 141st St, (one long block), then west one block to Convent Avenue, and south one more 

block to 140th & Convent Avenue. 

Bus: M4 and M5 on Broadway; M 100, 101 on Amsterdam Ave. (one block West of Convent 

Avenue) 

The Sonic Arts Center at CCNY offers 4-year Bachelor of Fine Arts degrees in Music with a 

concentration in Music and Audio Technology. Their program provides an in-depth curriculum 

emphasizing real-world skills with a project-based approach. Students enjoy a well-rounded 

program, with emphasis on audio technology, music theory, orchestration, and history to help 

them compete in a field that today demands an ever-growing and highly diverse skill set. 

 
ↂ 
 

All ARSC NY Chapter meetings are free and open to the public. 
Voluntary contributions to help defray our expenses are welcome! 

 

To join ARSC, visit http://www.arsc-audio.org 

http://www.arsc-audio.org/


 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


